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0. The  Fool:  He  leaves  the  Kingdom  of  Heaven  where  all  spirits  are
spherical.

1. The  Magician:   He  creates  with  light.  Light  is  seen  as  the  first
manifestation of the Divine in the Universe. Each light source emits a
multitude of rays.

2. The  High  Priestess.  Duality  is  reflected  in  the  black  and  white  floor
pattern. The High Priestess is in an oval, the symbol of femininity. The
book on the right denotes knowledge, the keyhole on the left suggest
the need for a key. The keyhole is also a feminine symbol.

3. The Empress:  She oversees the kingdom of Nature: the Mineral realm
(the crystal), the Vegetable Realm (the tree), the Animal Realm (the
birds).

4. The Emperor: The cubes are related to the number four,  and are the
building blocks of his empire. Structure is the key here.

5. The  High  Priest:  He  channels  energy  and knowledge  from the  Divine
Source for his two disciples.

6. The Lovers: Love makes you fly on a magic carpet.
7. The Chariot: See yourself fly in a little flying saucer, the time of chariots

is over.
8. Justice is like a the game of chess: you lose or you win. Money (reward)

to the winner; a sword penetrating the loser (punishment).
9. The Hermit:  He is  trying to  find his  way through the maze of  pipes,

symbolizing our modern industrial society.
10.  The Wheel of Fortune: Well, it’s not all fortune.  If guy on the right

knows the cycles of life and acts accordingly, he has a good life. The
guy who doesn’t know is getting crushed by the gears of the wheels of
those cycles. The planets on the left refer to astrological cycles.

11. Strength:  Imagine  yourself  in  the  place  of  this  man.  Your  innate
strength will destroy you if you don’t  master it. Master your emotions.

12. The Hanged Man: The cube represents  the  physical  world.  When he
hanging upside down he gets another perspective of the world below
him.

13. Death is cutting the silver cord when man dies and enters the tunnel
leading to the light.

14. Temperance: An angel watching over the rainbow bridge between two
vessels.

15. The Devil: He keeps you down with the net of illusion, chained to the
physical  world  (the  cube).  On  top  of  the  cube  is  the  symbol  of
sexuality.



16. The Tower: The Light is breaking through all wall of bricks we have been
building during our life.

17. The Star: Three flying saucers flying towards a star.
18. The Moon: Oh well, we were not the first on the Moon.
19. The Sun: It radiates in all directions benefiting the entire universe with

its life giving energy.
20. Judgment:  We  have  left  the  physical  realms  and  our  essence  (the

spheres) are returning to the Source.
21. The World: Having completed the human cycle on planet Earth, we are

now ready to go through the Star Gate to other realm of experience.


